MIT's sailing team concluded another successful weekend with victories in both Friis Trophy Regatta and the Gerry Reed Trophy Regatta, the New England Women's Championships, and the MIT v. Brown 73 crew, leaving them as the top in the Northeast, with MIT v. Brown 73 crew, leaving them as the top in the Northeast, with

MIT hosted the Friis Trophy Regatta on Saturday and Sunday at Tufts, with the final outcome not being decided until the last leg of the final race of the weekend.

Late in the regatta, Tufts, MIT and New York Maritime College were fighting for the lead, but a capsize knocked Maritime out of contention, and MIT entered the final race trailing Tufts by two points. Starting the last half of that race, Condon and MacGregor were in second, and MIT's final race resulted in a score of 6-3, with Brandeis. All three teams bounced back last Tuesday, with MacGregor and Wally Shjeflo '74 and Scott Lucia '76 as crew, sailed in A and B Divisions, respectively. The results of the regatta were: MIT 59, Redcofs 73, Boston College 312.

On Sunday the freshman team finished second in a Dinghy Invitational at the Coast Guard Academy, Paul Breh '76, with Larry Dubois '76 crewing, and George Todd '76, with Scott Lucia '76 as crew, sailed in A and B Divisions, respectively. The results of the regatta were: MIT 59, Redcofs 73, Boston College 312.

By Don Cusari
A 7-2 loss to Wesleyan and a doubleheader split with the Coast Guard Academy dropped MIT's varsity baseball record to 1-4.

MIT took a 1-0 lead in the first on a triple by Mike Driskin '76 and a Steve Reber '74 single. However, a walk, a triple and a four-run double by Wesleyan in the bottom of the first frame. Three runs in the third and two in the fifth gave the home team a comfortable 7-1 lead.

Meanwhile, MIT was blowing good scoring chances in the second and third and did not score again until Kevin Rowland '74 stroked an RB single in the eighth.

Driskin and Herb Kusman '72 each got credit on two hits to the attack, and Rowland added three, but to no avail. Driskin was pitcher Yauch's three-hitter. Four walks, two Coast Guard errors, and Roy Hendriksson's '76 single plated five runs and set the stage for Yauch's blast to left. The Beavers added additional runs in the sixth, with Yauch singling and also taking their singles third. Yauch's three-run homer. Four walks, two Coast Guard errors, and Roy Hendriksson's '76 single plated five runs and set the stage for Yauch's blast to left. The Beavers added additional runs in the sixth, with Yauch singling and also taking their singles third. Yauch's three-run homer. Four walks, two Coast Guard errors, and Roy Hendriksson's '76 single plated five runs and set the stage for Yauch's blast to left. The Beavers added additional runs in the sixth, with Yauch singling and also taking their singles third. Yauch's three-run homer. Four walks, two Coast Guard errors, and Roy Hendriksson's '76 single plated five runs and set the stage for Yauch's blast to left. The Beavers added additional runs in the sixth, with Yauch singling and also taking their singles third. Yauch's three-run homer. Four walks, two Coast Guard errors, and Roy Hendriksson's '76 single plated five runs and set the stage for Yauch's blast to left. The Beavers added additional runs in the sixth, with Yauch singling and also taking their singles third. Yauch's three-run homer.

The nightcap began to look equally gloomy as Coast Guard tallied five times in the bottom of the second, while MIT was still hitless. Then the nightmare abruptly ended.

The first game belonged to Coast Guard's Romanovsky as he fanned ten MIT batters en route to no-hitter. A four-run second game provided him with more than enough support to register the win.

The second game was lost to Wesleyan in the clutch, as the Tech found the key to their game. The Tech lost to Wesleyan on a wild pitch and in the seventh on a triple by Yauch.

Yauch's clutch hitting enabled him to pick up his fourth win of the year on the mound against third baseman. It is a most convincing argument against the designated hitter.